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C] rxc r, THE END of World War II, North American analysts and policyD*uk... have used "security" in innumerable ways to highlight a
range of issues considered important, reflecting differentperspectives on
what matters and why in international relations. A1l along, the meaning
of security has been contested, but that debate intensified with the end
of the cold war. While appearing to offer new concepts of security, the
new literature as often betokens a return to pre cold war ways of thinking about security including attention to nonmilitary means and the
relationship between domestic affairs and national security-as it does
a response to a truly new and unprecedented security situation (Baldwin
rgg5, r22; Kolodziej Iggz).
The debate seems new both because one perspective, known as Realism, had largely triumphed for several decades and because some of
the threats (notably in the environmental area) truly are unprecedented.

Under cold war pressures) a sense of security referring primarily to the
prospects for military conflict between states came to dominate both
thinking and policy making on securiry This approach was based largely
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of the Realist paradigm. But the victory of Realism

was never complete, and the end of the cold war gave the alternatives a
new lease on life. At the same time, a growing awareness of the dangers

posed by new phenomena, such as climate change and the population
explosion, has led to assertions that these new threats should be incorporated into notions of security. And all of this debate is complicated by
growing questions about the role of the nation-state and its capacity to
provide security.

This is more than an academic debate over the meaning of a term.
The Realist dominance of security thinking was reflected in the creation
of institutions and the allocation of resources, particularly in the United
States. The U. S. National Security C ouncil dealt largely with military issues, and U.S. development assistance was allocated largely with an eye
to geopolitical considerations. Because security is so often conflated with
"lvhat deserves allocation of the state's time, attention, and money," if
Realism does not provide an adequate description of current realiry basing security policy on Realism could decrease security by causing policymakers to pay attention to the wrong things and to allocate resources
inappropriately.
Despite massive efforts, agreement on a new definition of security has
proven elusive . After the cold waq a wide range of North American think
tanks and university centers sponsored projects aimed at rethinking security, many of which led to some kind of publication, but none of which
achieved widespread acclaim for new insights into thinking about secu-

riry' By the mid-r99os, a certain exhaustion and sense of exasperation
rvith the whole "rethinking security" business had set in. As one review
commented, "In retrospect, each of these attempts at making sense of the
emerging security environment can be seen as having been based on an
unrealistic premise: that the contours of the emerging international order could be perceived if not redrawn" (Del Rosso rgg5, r9z).
In recent years) some writers and groups found themselves narrowing
their focus or retracting earlier proposals for a broad redefinition of security. Perhaps the most notable of these is Richard Ullman, whose r983
article it International Securitl is often cited as the pathbreaking article
that first drew the attention of mainstream security analysts to a broadened perspective on security. That article defined a threat to national security as "an action or sequence of events that (r) threatens drastically
and over a relatively brief span of time to degrade the quality of life for
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the inhabitants of a state, or (z) threatens significantly to narror'v the range

of policy choices available to the government of a state or to private, nongovernmental entities (persons, groups, corporations) rvithin the state"

(Ullman rgB3, i33).
Because many factors other than military threats from abroad must
deserved and u'ere not
receiving the attention of policymakers and allocation of resources on
a similar scale. These nonmilitary threats to securitv included resource
scarcity caused by population growth and rising living standards, Third
be considered as security threats, he areued, they

World urbanization and the attendant strains on lragilc governments)
and pressures lor migration.
A decade lateq howeveq U1lman r'vas reconsiderins his use of termsl
noting that if "national security" is used to
encompass all serious and urgent threats to a nation state and its
citizens, we will eventually find ourselves using a different term

to make ciear that our subject is the threats that
might be posed by the military forces of other states. The "w-ar
problem" is conceptually distinct from, say, problems like environr,vhen lve wish

mental degradation or urban violence, which are better categorized
as threats to well being. . . . Labeling a set ol circumstances as a
problem of national security r.vhen it has no likelihood of involving as part ol the solution a state's organs ol violence accomplishes
nothing except obfuscation. (Ullman r995, z, rz)

This perspective is echoed by othcrs who have publicly emphasized
the importance of nonmilitaryproblems but question the utility and appropriateness of labeling them security issues (Deudncy rggo; Dalby
rggz; Conca r9g4).
This chapter, divided into seven sections, highlights the major issues
that have emerged in the literature in recent years; it is not meant to be
a comprehensive reviewz The first section lays out thc assumptions of
Realism--the set of beliefs underlying cold war security thinking and
notes the current iiterature that continues to defend Realist findings and
prescriptions with at most minor modifications. The second section reviervs the "sood news" literature. These writinss take issue with the bleak
Realist insistence that war and the preparation for it must aiways and inevitably be the defining condition of international relations. They argue
that the Iikelihood of major war is declining or that new stratesies are
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available for handling the threats states can pose to one another's securiry

The third section addresses causes of violent conflict beyond those considered in traditional Realist thinking ranging from ethno-nationalism
to environmental degradation. Section four examines writings on the
role of the state, presumed in Realism to be the only actor that matters.
These writings question the capacity of state actors to address international threats, or even to maintain basic social cohesion in light of
complex new forces. Section five looks at the rapidly growing "human
security" literature that calls for a wholesale redefinition of security, focusing on nonmilitary and unintended threats to values and to human
well-being. The penultimate section reviews Canadian and U.S. security
policy statements and practices. The final section concludes that seeking widely acceptable, new security paradigms and definitions is an
elusive goal.

TRADITIONAL VIEWS OF SECURITY
The framework through which most North American scholars and policymakers have viewed security concerns over the past several decades
goes by a variety of names: Realism, realpolitik, power politics. Cold war
conceptions of what security is and how to go about achieving it are based
on the reasoning and assumptions of Realism, and efforts to alter thinking about security generally involve some degree of frontal assault on
these assumptions. To set the stage for understanding the literature on
rethinking securiry therefore, we must begin with a review of the Realist
paradigm.

In the Realist perspective, states are the actors that matter, and wa5 or
the prospect of war, defines how states behave. Because the world lacks
any overarching sovereign that can impose order and enforce adherence
to agreements between states, each state can at least potentially threaten
other states, and each state has no recourse but its own self-defense.
States may attack each other for a variety of reasons, according to different variants of Realist thinking: preemptively, to prevent a neighbor
from growing too strong; to acquire resources; out of an innate aggressive
drive common to all humans; or because a neighbor's delensive prcparations are misconstrued as threatening.3 The last, known as the security
dilemma, is particularly troubling because it renders war a constant possibility for all states (Herz rg5o;Jervis r97B). trven a state that has no desire
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to engage in rvar may be seen as a threat and thus attacked, making it
necessary for all states to prepare to defend themselves and thus increasing the chance that they will be seen as threats.
This is a r,r,orld in which r,r,hat matters is military pol,ver. Economics
matte! too, but only because wealthy states are more militarily capable
than poor ones, not because states r,vish to make their citizens better off

The defining characteristic ol security lor Realists is

hor,r,,

power

is

distributed amons states. In the academically dominant r,,ariant of Realism known as structural Realism or neo-realism, security is about war
between states, and all states are alike in that they all fulfill the same
{unctions and behave the same way vis-i-vis one another (\A'altz rgTg;
Nlearsheimer rggoa). These Realists dismiss considerations ol the domestic character ol different countries. Democracies and dictatorships
are equally likely to go to war, and there is no need to look within a state
to understand its behavior. Culture and history do not matter in understanding war and peace. Because the competition between state s is eternal and universal, the nature of intcrnational politics can never change,
even thoush individual states rise and fall.
T'his description ol the nature of international politics leads to a clear
set of policy recommendations: Maintain or increase your military power
relative to that ol other states) no matter their apparent intentions toward
1,ou. Today's fiiends and allie s can be tomorrow's enemies. Your interests
lie in your ability to protect your territory from others, and you have no
reason to care about horv other states treat their citizens, their environment, or their economies so long as they do not directly threaten you.
In sum, lrom a Realist perspective security is defined in terms of protection of a state's soverei€pt,v, threats to security come from other states,
the problem ol security is war bet\ iecn states, and the means to achieving
security are military ones.
Re alist belieft underlay much of the North American thinking about
security during the cold r,var, particularly in the United States and most
evidently during the Nixon-Kissinser ycars. \,{any North American
analysts and policymakers hold fast to the se tcnets, arguing that they represent fundamental verities of intcrnational relations that remain uirchanged by the cnd of the cold war or by the trends described above.a In
one ra,,ell-known example,John Nl[earsheimer predicted a return to war
amons European countries once the unilying effect of the Soviet threat
dissipated (Iggoa). Another scholar, extolling the "renaissance of'security
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studies," described security studies as focused on the phenomenon of war
between states, based on the assumptions "that conflict between states is

possibility and that the use of miiitary force has far-reaching
effects on states and societies" (Walt rggr, zrz).
Realism has never held exclusive s\\ray over ail scholars and policyah.vays a

makers. Even during the cold war, many analysts focused on the security
implications of economic issues and the impact of transnationai forces
on national security, particuiarly after the energy crisis of the early r97os
revealed unexpected Western vulnerabilities (Romm rgg3). Certainly, former LI.S. PresidentJimmy Carter's emphasis on human rights around
the globe did not reflect Realist thinking, and the strong Canadian emphasis on multilateral cooperation and peacekeeping refused the Realist
assertions on the nature of state interests and the primacy of self-help.
Yet the Realist emphasis on security as meaning military responses to
military threats from other states largeiy dominated both policy making
and academic work on security.
A lew of the "new" sccurity threats find a ready home in the "old" security paradism. Some analysts have pointed out that it is nothing new
to think about natural resources being at the center of conflicts between
countries (Ullman rgg5, ro r r). Oil was of course a key reason for inter-

national involvement

as recently as

the rggr Gulf \Var, and it is widely

agreed that water disputes can generate conflict betr,veen states (Mathews rg8g; Postel iggz; Gleick r993).'Along similar lines, some of the eco-

nomics and security literature simply asserts the need for attention to
the economic instruments ol national power. Theodore Moran, for example, "fbcuses on three threats to America's ability to lead or influence
others, in accord rt,ith its own values, and to behave autonomously:
(r) fundamental and cumulative economic decline; (z) loss of specific
economic and technological capabilities; and (3) dependence on external
suppliers" (rgg3, z).u

PROSPECTS FOR WAR AND CONFLICT
A large chunk of the new literature on security retains the traditional emphasis on security as dealing with prospects for war betlveen states, but
discards one or another of the pure Realist assumptions. This section
deais with three general categories. The first addresses the various arguments that interstate war has become less likely due to ideological and
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normative changes. The second looks at the discussion of the declining
economic utility of war. The third considers new strategies for addressing
traditional threats, particularly the security dilemma.
Ideologtes,

Norms, and War

One set of writings puts fonvard various normative and ideological reasons for expecting a decrease in the incidence of war. These include the
Iiterature on the democratic peace) the arsuments around the "end of
history" and the claim of the "obsolescence of major war."
THE DEMocRATTc eEACE No other body of scholarly work has had
so strong an impact on policl,rnakers as the literature on the democratic
peace, which refutes the Realist assertion that a world of nation-states is
inherently conflict-ridden. Drawing on Immanuel Kant's Perpetual Peace,

Princeton professor Michael Doyle argued in rg83 that liberal states,
though prone to use force against nonliberal states, have created a "pucific union" among themselves. They refrain from fighting one another
for three reasons: (r) they are not run by dictators who can resort to war on
a whim; (z) their mutual benefit from trade makes them more willing to
try to accommodate one another; and (3) their publics mutually recognize
one another as morallyjust and therefore deserving of accommodation

rather than hostility in the event of a conflict of interest. Thus, wars
against other liberal states will not enjoy the popular support necessary
to conduct wars in a constitutional state (Doyle r9B3). Doyle's articles
spawned a cottage industry debating both the empirical reality and the

will not go
Miller r995). And, as
described in the "Policy" section, the argument found a warm welcome
among policymakers, particularly in the United States, many of whom
had felt for years that the promotion of democracy abroad served U.S.
the oretical basis for believing that democracies have not and

to war against one another (Brown, Lynn-Jones, and

national security interests.

rHE END oF HrsroRrr Related to the democratic peace literature is
the provocative argument by Francis Fukuyama (rgB9, rggz) that liberal
democracy is the final ideological condition of humanity. According to
Fukuyama, the Western idea of liberal democracy has triumphed and humanity's ideological evolution has reached its end. Neither communism
nor fascism remains a viable alternative ideology, and ideologies based
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on religions or ethnicities lack universal appeal. Moreover, nationalism
in its milder and more common incarnations is fuliy compatible with
liberal democracy.
In the bookversion of his argument) Fukuyama asserts that liberal democracy is the ultimate form of political organization not only because
of its demonstrated superiority in achieving economic success, but also
because it satisfies the innate human need for recognition, a drive as basic

any material desire. This drirre can take tw-o forms: a desire for recogas equal to others, or the desire for recoglition as superior. The former is the best that can be achieved in a stable and peaceful world, while
the latter is the root cause of much aggression and war. Because no plausible alternatives to liberal democracy could equally well satisfy the need
for recognition, liberal democracy represents the final stage of human
ideological evolution. While for the present, much of the world is still
stuck in "history," with all its potential for violence, the spread of liberal
democracy will eventually bring an end to iarse-scale conflict.7
as

nition

THE oBSoLESCENCE oF MAJoR wAR Onescholarwentwellbeyond
the "democratic peace" perspective, arguing that rvar is already obsolete,
at least among the "developed" countries, er.en if they are not iiberal democracies.John Mueller wrote in the late rg8os that "the long peace
since World War II is less a product ol recent weaponry [i.e., the advent

of nuclear weapons] than the culmination of a substantial historical

process. For the last two or three centuries major war-war among developed countries has gradually moved toward terminal disrepute because of its perceived repulsiveness and futility" (,g8g, zo). In other
words, Mueller goes beyond the widely accepted argument that the advent of nuclear weapons deters nuclear weapons states from attacking
one another. Instead, he argues that peace has become the ingrained
habit of modernized countries. War has gone beyond being reprehensible to being literally unthinkable, "rejected not because it's a bad idea
but because it remains subconscious and never comes offas a coherent

possibility" (z4o).
All of these assertions have provoked controversy. The hard-core Realists, of course, dismiss them all out of hand as failing to recognize the
inherently conflictual nature of the anarchical international system (see,
e.g., Mearsheimer rg9oa.) Beyond this, the literature has received varied
responses. The democratic peace thesis is generally accounted plausible,
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although some question whether the lack of war between democracies
might be due to the relatively small number of democracies in the world
until quite recently, or to the difficulty of defining a "democracy," rather
than to any particular peaceableness of democracies (Carothers 1997,
I4). Mueller's norm-change argument has been much less accepted,
with critics noting it is impossible to disentangle the effects of the nuclear
standofffrom otherpossible causes of the longpeace. Fukuyama's "end
of history" argument created another cottage industry, much of it based
on a misapprehension that Fukuyama was arguing that the triumph of
Iiberal democracywas already complete. One critic asserted that even if
one accepts the claim that liberal democracy has really triumphed among
the world's major powers, old ideologies could revive, conflicts within liberalism could arise, or new and potentially conflictual ideologies could
emerge. He ends on a cautionary note: "To hope for the benign end of
history is human. To expect it to happen is unrealistic. To plan on it happening is disastrous" (Huntington r9Bg, 43).
The Economic

Inutilifi of War

Interdependence theorists have long asserted that the neo-realistview of
the world is woefully incomplete. In reality, they argue, states can and do
divide functionally as well as hierarchically, specializing economically so
as to profit from the gains available from trade. In other words, states can
choose to become interdependent. In this view of the world as economically interdependent, states have mutual as well as competitive interests
(Keohane and Nye r9B9). And this mutuality of interests is being reinforced by the declining economic utility of war, as the costs of seizing territory increasingly outweigh any likely gains. With the notable exception
of oil, the physical resource base that comes with additional territory
has relatively little value in a knowledge-based global economy, and popuIations are increasingly hard for conquerors to exploit.
But, as several writers have stressed, this economic argument against
war holds only for countries whose economies are actually knowledgebased rather than resource-based i.e., countries for which the relative
economic value of territory really has declined. Richard Rosecrance, for
example, argues that the world is now divided into a "tradingworld" and
a "military-territorial world," with profoundly different interests (1986,
z4). While the trading world and the military world currently coexist,
the trend is in favor of the trading r.r,orld, driven by military technology
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(the impossibility of defending one's population) and by the growing refusal of citizens to accept unquestioningly "the demands of the militarypolitical and territorial world" (27). This does not mean that all war will

end, as ideological conflicts may persist and rulers of unstable polities
may still resort to war to try to unify their population against a common
enemy. It does mean, howeveq that Realism describes only one of the
currently existing international systems, and not one that is inevitable.
Ullman makes a similar argument: "In the nonmodern societies of much
of the Third World, land as such continues to be among the most valuable of assets. In advanced, industrialized states, land itself is of much less
economic value than what enterprising individuals might build upon it,
or the education and skills-the 'human capital' that the society routinely provides to them, and which they can carry in their heads wherever they go" (rggr, z7).

Nuu

Strategies

During the cold wa! many security thinkers believed that the nuclear
revolution had undermined the ability of all states to rely solely on sell
help to achieve security. Such thinking underlay arms control efforts to
ameliorate the security dilemma through agreements over control of the
means of destruction, a view that has been the subject of many writings
on strategies and tools for avoiding war. A Brookings Institution project on

cooperative security, for example, argued for the development of a broad
range of tools for addressing the security dilemma. The book contended
that prevention of war between states is both possible and essential, using strategies of reassurance rather than deterrence. In other words, the
Realist assumption about the inherently conflictual nature of the international system could be overcome through strategies of cooperative
engagement (Nolan rg94).

NEW CAUSES OF VIOLENT CONFLICT
Anotherperspective accepts the premise that security threats involve intergroup organized violence, but it ertends the analysis to levels both
smaller and larger than the state and goes beyond the Realist concepts
of the balance of power and the security dilemma to encompass other
sources of violent conflict. Included in this perspective are the literatures
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on identity-based conflict and on the "ne$l' or emerging issues that may

increasingly prompt violence.
Identitl,

One rapidly growing set of writings argues that the causes over which
groups fight are cultural rather than strategic. Its fundamental difference from traditional security thinking is the assertion that war is waged
not over the interest of the state but over the identiE of the group (which
may or may not be synonymous with the population of a state). As one
such analyst put it: "What ultimately counts for people is not poiitical
ideology or economic interest. Faith and family, blood and belief, are what
people identify with and what they will fight and die for" (Huntington
I993b, r94). Similarly, as a leading specialist in ethno-political conflicts
has noted, "It is seriously misleading to interpret the Zapatistas asjust a
peasants'movement or the Bosnian Serbs as the equivalent of a political
party: They draw their strength lrom cultural bonds, not associational
ones" (Gurr rgg6,53).
ETHNIC coNFlrcr The repeated failures of American and Canadian interventions to prevent or manage conflicts that have led to massacres all too reminiscent of the horrors of World War II have driven
scholars and policymakers to devote a great deal of attention to "ethnic"
conflict. Both thc United States and Canada see such conflicts as affectinu them, the United States because its unique military capabilities and
position as the world's most por,verful state virtually ensure that it will be
expected to contribute to the resolution of such conflicts, and Canada
because of its long tradition of ieadership in multilateral peacekeeping
and peace-making operations.
Although many journalists and some policymakers early in the cold
war years bemoaned the apparent resurgence ol "ancient hatreds," the
more careful analyses ol late have stripped much of the mystery from
these events.B NIajor disputes remain over what policies will n.ork in what
circumstances, but it has become clear that ethno-national conflicts are
neither inevitable nor unmanageable (Gurr i9g3, chap. ro).
Some of the initial confusion arose from the different meanings that
can attach to nationalism. One branch of the academic literature on
nationalism aims to explain the sense of political and cultural unity that
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arose in Western Europe over the past three centuries and underlies the

of nation-states there. NIuch of the post-World War II literature on modernization and deveiopment in the Third World similarly
saw nationalism in a positive sense, as the basis of a broad civic identity
that couid overcome traditional communal, ethnic, religious, and other
such divisions. 'Ihe common usage now could hardly be more different,
focusing on the resurgence of narrow ethnic and (to a lesser extent) religious identities and the bloody conflicts that have ensued. It is this latter
sense that is the focus of the literature reviewed here.
Different sources give different explanations as to why recent years
have witnessed such an explosion of conflict between ethnic groups.
cohesiveness

Some authors attribute the outbreak to a response to global processes

of

modernization, seeing existing cultural groups as squeezed by the expanding power of the state in some countries, aggrieved by the growing
impact of the global economy) and benefitins from the organizational
opportunities proffered by the communications revolution (Gurr r996,
55 62). Others, particularly those specializing in the former Soviet
Union, see the emergence of ethnic conflict as a power struggle resulting from the vacuum created by the collapse of the USSR. Still others
note that such conflicts are hardly new to the post--cold w-ar era, but are
receiving more attention now that the nuclear sr,r,ord ol Damocles no
longer seems so likely to drop on the world.
The urgent question in this literature, of course, is what to do about
cases where people are killing each other in large numbers based on
ethno-national identity. Analysts have put forward diametricaliy opposed
solutions based on differing assumptions about the nature of ethnic conflict. The most important ol these assumptions has to do with the degree
to which ethno-national or other cultural identities are relatively durable,
or whether they are malleable politicai creations.
Michael Lind (1994) is among those who assume that ethnic groups
are fairly long-lasting entities. At least some ol the stateless nations need
to receive the legal status of statehood, he argues, because only the true
nation-state is a viable political unit. He argues that the principle of nationalism can be accommodated without leading either to endless fissuring or the emergence of parochial tyrannies. In his view, there exist a
reasonably small number of identifiable nations that are "numerous,
unified and compact enough conceivably to serve as the nuclei ol sovereign nation states," a number much sn'raller than the thousands of ethnic
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linguistic-cultural defi-

nition of nationality is perfectly compatible with a liberal-constitutional
organization of the state, even if nationalism has too often of late been
conflated with illiberalism and militarism. Indeed, he claims, onl2 the
linguistic-cultural nation can command the sentimental attachment
that creates the extra-political community on which democracy depends
(g+). I" other words, Wilsonian sel{:determination must be the guiding
principle of international organization.
Chaim Kaufmann (r996) calls for physical separation of ethnic groups
in conflict, arguing that violence hardens ethnic identities to the point
that they cannot be replaced by more inclusive civic identities. Once
ethnicity has become the basis of high levels of violence, no cross-ethnic
political appeals can work, and no power-sharing arrangements can resolve the mutual fear and suspicion of the contending groups. Members
of one group have come to fear that if they relzr"x their vigilance, the other
group might find a way to achieve victory, and would then wipe them
out. The only alternatives to the permanent separation of the groups into
self-governing communities are either the total military victory of one
side (a very bloody prospect), or outside

military occupation to suppress

the conflict, which is not Iikely to be sustained.
Critics respond on two grounds: (r) that separating the world's nations
into territorially defined states is simply impractical, or (z) that such views

fundamentally misunderstand the nature of nationalism. The pragmatic
response points out that there are few places where new nation-states
can be created without stranding other nations inside the new borders.
In many cases. more than one nation asserts a claim to the same territorial space. And some nations are diasporas, making it difficult to carve
out stable homelands for them (Gottlieb rgg4).
The more fundamental objection to addressing nationalist conflict
through partition, separation, or other forms of creation of new political
units comes from the view that "nations" are political creations, not extant linguistic-cultural units at all. This view cites the extensive literature
showing how recently-and how deliberately even the European national identities were created (Weber r976; Hobsbawm and Ranger rgB3).
In this view, nations "are not 'out there' to be counted; they are a function
of social, political, and economic processes" (Laitin rgg5, 5).Therefore,
rewarding the political entrepreneurs who "create" a sense of nationalism in a group with political power will simply encourase more political
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entrepreneurs to create new fissures, establishing themselves as the heads
of new groups so that they can reap the rewards. Instead, policymakers

must adopt the more long-term approach of encouraging "nations" to
become cosmopolitan and internally heterogeneous) and demonstrating to ethnic entrepreneurs that the rewards of partial assimilation outu,eigh those of separation (r3).
THE CLASH oF CIVILIZATIONS Samuel Huntington started a major
new debate with a ryg3 Foreign Af,airs article that argued that "the fundamental source of conflict in this new world will not be primarily ideological or primarily economic. The great divisions among humankind
and the dominating source of conflict will be cultural. . . . The fault lines
between civilizations will be the battle lines of the future" (rgg3u, zz).e As
the non-Western civilizations join the West as "movers and shapers of
history" civilization becomes the grouping that matters (23).
Civilization is a broad category, "the highest cultural grouping of
people and the broadest level o{' cultural identity people have short of
that which distinguishes humans from other species," and is defined by
shared language, history, religion, customs) institutions, and subjective
sellidentification (Huntington Ig93a, z4). The basic, fundamental divide among people that civilization constitutes has long generated "the
most prolonged and the most violent conflicts," and the tensions among
civilizations will be exacerbated (r) as the shrinking world experiences
more interactions among civilizations, (z) as fundamentalist religious
identities grow stronger and unite civilizations across state boundaries,
(3) as non-Western elites increasingly turn away from the West to seek
their identities, and (4) as successful economic regionalism reinforces
civilization-consciousness (and may in turn depend on starting with a
common civilization) (zS-rl). Clashes will happen both at the micro level
(occurring at the geographic borders between civilizations), and at the
macro level, over policy issues ranging from human rights to immigration to trade to the environment, and over Western promotion of Western
values (zg).

Huntington asserts that a "kin-country" phenomenon is evolving, as
groups or states belonging to one civilization try to rally support from
other members of their own civilization during wars against eroups
from other civilizations, with increasing success. Hence the substantial
Arab public support for Saddam Hussein during the Gulf War, Turkey's
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support lor Azerbarjan in its conflict with Armenia, and the relative iack
of condemnation Croatian atrocities have received from the tr\'est. This
civilizational raliying is likely to spread and strengthen, and it will har.e
the e$ect of rendering bettveen-civilization conflicts bloodier and more
likely to expand than conflicts r,vithin civilizations (Huntington r9g3a,
35 38) Indeed, Huntington argues) "the next world war, if there is one,
will be a war betr,veen civilizations" (3g).
The biggest divide of all is that of the "\\iest versus the Re st." \Vestern
military capabilities, economic strength, and dominance ol eristing institutions are so great that world politics u,ill be defined in large part by
how non-Western civilizations respond to Western power: throush isolation, attempting to join the \Alest, or by balancing against it (Huntington
I993a, 4r). The \Vest needs to recognize the growing primacy of conflict
betrveen civilizations as the dominant (though not exclusive) form ol conflict. In the short term, says Huntington, the West must strengthen bonds
u'ithin Western civilization and attempt to incorporate Latin American
and Eastern European countries, while limiting the relative growth of

Confucian-Islamic miiitary capabilities and strengthening groups in
other civilizations that are sympathetic to Western values and interests.
ln the longer term) the \\'est needs not only to maintain its ou.n relative
economic and military power but also to learn how to accommodate

other civilizations, based on a more prolbund understanding of those
civilizations and the potential commonalities with the West (+B-+g)
Every aspect of Huntington's argument has been attacked. Many
critiques have found fault rvith Huntington's specific catesorization ol
u'here the current civilizational boundaries lie, but the bigger objections
are to the basic premiscs of the argument. From a Realist perspective,
Fouad Ajami arsued that states as ahvays pursue their intere sts power
and rvealth and remain the prime actors (r9g3, z g). Civilizations exist
and persist, though they are far messier and more internally divided than
Huntington acknowledged, but they do not determine state behavior.
Lrstead, "states avert their gaze from blood ties u,hen they need to; they
.ee brotherhood and faith and kin nhen it is in their interest to do so"
-\jami 1993, g). Similarly, Albert \\reeks argues that "the world remains
tractured along political and possibly geopolitical lines; cultural and hisror-ical de terminants are a great deal less vital and virulent. . [I] t is rvilllul. day-to-day, crisis-to-crisis, war-to-war political decision-making by
:rrition-state units that remains the single most identifiable determinant
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of events in the international arena" (rgg3, sS). Wall StrutJournal editor
Robert L. Bartley sees the resurgence of interest in cultural, ethnic, and
religious values as both provoked and countered by integrative forces:
"the combination of instant information, economic interdependence
and the appeal of individual freedom" (r993, r6). The Western values that
Huntinston sees as threatened by other civilizations may in fact be an
artifact of economic der,rlopment, which creates a middle class that then
demands such Western values as democracy (Bartley rgg3, r7).Jeane
Kirkpatrick points out that the worst violence of the twentieth century
occurred within civilizations (Stalin's Russia, Pol Pot's Cambodia, the
Holocaust). She asserts that the great divide in the world today is not between civilizations, but between moderates and extremists within civilizations (Kirkpatrick ry93 zz z4).
Huntington (rgg:b) dismisses the criticism on the ground that no one
is offering anything better as a paradigm for understanding world politics. The alternatives, he says, sufler from even greater weaknesses. The
"end of history" assumption that liberal democracy has won a global victory ignores the many altcrnative forms and bases of political organizations (authoritarianism, nationalism, corporatism, market communism,
and religions). I\tlodernization and economic development need not have
a homogenizing effect, as the successes of non-\Vestern modern societies
such asJapan, Saudi Arabia, and Singapore make clear. Many current
events can be explained and would have been predicted by the civilizational paradigm, and no paradigm explains everything. And finally, the
civilizational paradigm has struck "a responsive chord throughout the
world," indicating that it can provide an effective means of organizine
thinking about the future of security (r94).
LlnduQing Causes

of

Violent Coffict

Michaei Renner suggests that both the ethno-nationalism literature and
Huntington's thesis, which postulates "ethnically motivated communal
violence writ large" as the primary security threat of the future, overlook
the underlying causes of these conflicts Qgg7, n). Where ethnic tensions
exist, argues Renneq they did not arise in a vacuum. He acknowledges
that animosities can to a large extent be traced to the artificially imposed
state boundaries resulting from the end of colonial rule, which brought
together people of the same culture, language, or ethnicity for the first
time. Howeveq he believes it is superficiai to believe these conflicts stem
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solely from ethnic, religious, cultural, or linguistic divisions. While these
divisions may "likely dominate the perceptions of the protagonists themselves," he writes, ". . . it is important to examine the underlying stress
lactors that produce or deepen rifts in societies . . ." (rIB). These stress
factors include "glaring social and economic inequities-explosive conditions that are exacerbated by the growing pressures of population
growth, resource depletion, and environmental degradation" (25). SimiIarly, the United Nations Development Programme (UNDP) notes that

"failed or limited human development leads to a backlog of human

deprivation

poverty, hungeq disease, or persisting disparities betr,veen
ethnic communities or between regions. This backlog in access to power
and economic opportunities can lead to violence" (rgg4, z3o).
Along the same lines, Michael Klare agrees with the cultural thesis
that the "most severe and persistent threats to global peace and stability"
will arise "from increased discord within states, societies, and civilizations
along ethnic, racial, religious, linguistic, caste, or class lines," but he contends that these divisions will be seriously exacerbated by economic,

demographic, sociological, and environmental stresses (I996, 354). To
anticipate where violence may occur in the decades ahead, he argues,
analysts will have to correlate the aforementioned cleavages with "other
forms of data: economic performance, class stratification, population
growth, ethnic and religious composition, environmental deterioration,
and so on" (355). In other words, analyses should be reoriented "away
from relations among the military forces of states . . . to the under\ing
dynamics that can serve as the sources of interstate conflict" (Krause
and Williams 1996, 235).
Of the new sources of conflict, the combination of environmental and
demographic pressures has received the most attention.Jessica Mathew's rg8g article on "Redefining Security" in Foreign Afo#s was the first
to bring this nexus to the attention of a wide foreign policy and security
audience. Since then, the most important work tracing the causal connections among population growth, renewable resource scarcities, migration, and violent conflict has been done in a series of research projects
since rggo ledbyThomas Homer-Dixon. Homer-Di-xon argues that "the
interactions among environmental scarcity, poverty, rapid population
growth, and refugee flows have foreign policy and national security
implications for the United States, Canada and the other major industrial
powers, insofar as these interactions: affect states with Iarge populations
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and extensive resources . . . affect states in key regions . . . and,/or pr.oduce a complex humanitarian emergency where the degree ol human

suffering warrants international action or assistance . . ." (HomerDixon and Percival r996, z1).
Finding that environment-population-conflict links'uvere "more
common in developingregions," Homer-Dkon's team of more than one
hundred researchers from fifteen countries made those regions the geographic focus of their work.10 The Toronto-based group notes that "on
first analysis, the main causes of civil strife appear to be social disruptions,
such as poverty, migration, ethnic tension, and institutional breakdown"
but that "scarcities of renewable resources, including water, fuelwood,
cropland, and fish, can contribute to these disruptions and thereby exacerbate strife" (Homer-Dkon and Percival r996, Introduction).
Environmental scarcity is said to have three sources: a diminishing of
supply due to degradation or depletion of the resource; an increase in
demand due to increased consumption of the resource; and structural
reasons due to uneven distribution that gives "relatively few people disproportionate access to the resource" to the disadvantage of others.
"Whatever its sourcer" says Homer-Dixon, "environmental scarcity is
never the sole cause of conflict," yet "conflict can result when scarcity
powerfully interacts with economic, political, and social factors" (HomerDixon and Percival r996, Introduction). Scarcity "induces various social
effects, including migration and economic hardship, and these social effects, in turn, contribute to conflict" (52). Homer-Di-xon anticipates the
number of such conflicts will rise sharply in the developingworld in the
decades ahead where scarcities and population pressures are expected
to increase.

Homer-Dixon's case studies demonstrate that environmental scarcities can interact with the alorementioned factors and lead to "declining
agricultural production, economic hardship, migrations of people from

of environmental stress, and tensions within and among groups."
Scarcities can aiso "reduce the ability of states to respond to the needs
of their populations," leading to a rise in popular grievances. And when
states fail to alleviate hardship and/ or dissatisfaction, there are heightened "opportunities for violent collective action" (Homer-Dixon and
Percival 1996, Introduction). As Renner put it, there is "considerable
scope for environmental scarcities and social inequities to feed on each
other" and to create "explosive conditions" (rqq7, rz6, rrB).
areas
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Homer-Dixon underscores that environmental scarciLy " r arcly,if ever,
war" but rather "contributes to chronic and diffuse strife
(Homer-Dixon and Percival 1996, Introduction). He
countries"
within
adds, howeveq that civil strife can affect the international community
causes interstate

if it occurs within a strategically or economically important

re-

gion, if the a{flicted countrypossesses weapons of mass destruction,
or if the violence results in Iarge refugee flows across international
borders. Civil strife can also provoke insecure regimes to become
more authoritarian, and such regimes are often more aggressive in

their external relations. In addition, it can produce complex humanitarian disasters (as in Rwanda and Somalia); rich nations are
then called upon to provide humanitarian assistance and peacekeeping and peacemaking services. (Homer-Dlxon and Percival
rgg6, Introduction)

At what levels and in what ways environment and population pressures contribute to conflicts remains contested. Astri Suhrke argues that

"the empirical basis for current concepts of conflict-generating 'environmental refugees' is weak" (1996, rr3). Other analysts doubt that environmental issues play any significant role in conflict formation. To
them, antecedent political and economic variables more likely represent
the necessary and sufficient conditions for violent conflict. Critics are
often skeptical that rese archers have been unable, or unwilling, to assign
a relative weight to the environmental and population variables in conflict formation. In addition, critics warn against reaching conclusions
until research better explains cases in which environmental scarcities are
present but violent conflict does zol occur (Ler,y tg95).
Homer-Dixon acknowledges that when environmental scarcity causes
conflict, "it does so only in interaction with other political, economic, and
social factors" (Homer-Dixon and Percival I996, 5z). But he adds thatjust
of environmental scarcities
from other political, economic, and social contextual factors "does not
mean that environmental scarcity is not an important cause of conflict
because one cannot separate the causal role

in some cases"(52). He claims that many critics underestimate the social
stress caused by environmental scarcity because they are unaware of just
how dependent developing-country citizens are on natural resources for
their daily existence. Furthermore, environmental scarcity "often reciprocally influences the political and economic character of social systems
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for exampie, when it stimulates resource capture by powerful social
coalitions and elites"(i3). And if environmental degradation becomes

-

irreversiblc, the degradation r,r'ill remain "an independent burden on thc
society" thus permanently contributing to social conflict. Finally; HomerDiron warns aeainst placins too much laith in socicties' abilities to adapt
to resource scarcity through market mechanisms, legal rcforms, and technological innovation. He contcnds that in many developine societies experiencing scarcitie s, the "prerequisites for effective adaptation" olten do
not exist; instead, these societies are plauued by incompetent bureaucracies, unclear property rights, lack of incentives for entrepreneurs, and
1or,r., levels of education, technical capacity, and financial capitai. In fact,
scarcities "can actually undermine the ability of deveioping societies to
scnerate social and technical solutions" because they often "causc .
narrow veste d interests to mobilizc to protect their interests and to block

institutional refbrms"

(53).

II

THE ROLE OF THE SII{TE
one ol the biggest challenges to traditional security thinking questio.s
the utility of conceptualizing security in state-centric terms, given the
"crisis of the nation-state ." This strikes at the core of traditional
thinking. As onc analysr puts ir:

se

curity

For most of the past four hundred years, security has been intimately associated lvith the state. It has long (thoush not exclusively)
meant "protection from orsanized t iolence caused by armed foreigners." Since "forcign" implies a person who is "not like us," and
since territorially-based states (or nation-states) emcrged in Europe
alter r648 as the dominant orsanizine principle for separating ,,us
lrom them," securitv's identification r,r,ith the state is not surprisi.g. . . . [Tlhe state be came not only the chief provider of security;
but also its chief interpreter; for much of'historli "se curity" simply
meant lr,.hat the rulers said it meant. (Del Rosso t9g5, r83)
But r.vhether the state still has the capacity to define and providc security in an era ol risins interdependence is now open to question. NIan1,
writers have argued that nations should be concerned about the enrrironmental. demouraphic, and economic lorces discussed in previous sections because of their potentially detrimental effects on state authority,
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national economic strength, and stability. Some writers see a widespread
change in the role of the state. Barber (igg5) argues that the nation-state
is rhreatened from without by the forces of McWorld (the globalizing
capitalist economy), and from within byJihad, as people turn to particularistic ethnic or religious communities in search of identities being
stripped away from them by McWorld. Similarly, Guehenno (1995) says

that the territorial nation-state is being overwhelmed from without
by transnational networks based on information technology and from
within by ethnic divisions (see also Dunn Ig95; Horsman and Marshall
1994). And Mathews points to "a novel redistribution of power among
states, markets, and civil society'," with states forced to share "political,
social, and security roles at the core of sovereignty" with businesses, international organizations, and nongovernmental organizations (1997, 5o).

Although these trends have obvious relevance to discussions of human
well-being (or "human security," as described in the section by that name),
this section is limited to the following arguments: (I) domestic determinants of national strength and security (a strong economy, an educated
workforce, etc.) are growing in importance relative to military strength;
(z) global interdependence is gradually eroding the eflectiveness ol state
instruments of poweq necessitating an alternative approach to state- and
military-centered response mechanisms to nontraditional security issues; (3) domestic challenges and transnational issues, such as natural
resource scarcities, rapid urbanization, and crime, may increasingly
weaken states' capacity to govern, harm national economies, limit the
range of policy choices available, erode unifying or cherished national
values, and potentially lead to anarchic conditions; and (4) interdependence-coupled with the intensity, rate, and scale of many global issues
means that one country)s problems a1"e incleasingly likely to spill over

into other nations.
State Capacitl, in the Deueloping World

Much of the literature argues that many developed societies wili be ahle
to cope with such forces, but that developing nations will often become
overwhelmed by the sheer magnitude and rate of change especially
of population growth. As Mathews put it, 'A government that is fully capable of providing food, housing, jobs and health care for a population
growing at I percent per year (therefore doubling its population in 7z
years), might be completely overwhelmed by an annual growth rate of
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3 percent, which would double the population

in z4 years,, (rg8g,

164).

Homer-Dixon adds that the "multiple effects of environmentar scarcity,
including economic decline and large population movements, may
weaken the administrative capacity and legitimacy of the state in some
poor countries" (Homer-Dixon and Percival r996, B). State capacity, he
notes, is already weak in many of these countries that are marked by a
"persistent and serious ingenuity gap" (Homer-Dkon rg95, 6o5). HomerDixon concludes that the "widening gap between the demands on the
state and state capacity to address these demands aggravates popular
grievances against the state, erodes the state's legitimacy, and increases
rivalries among powerful factions. . . . The state may then find itself vulnerable to violent challenges by groups whose power or identities have
been enhanced by the very same scarcity" (Homer-Dixon and percival
1996,

B

9).

Renner similarly argues that when the aforementioned pressures are
accompanied "by weak, nonrepresentative poiitical systems that are increasingly seen as illegitimate and incapable of attending to people,s
needs," the result can be "the wholesale fragmentation of societies,, (rqg7,
rIB). In some countries, this manifests itself in "generalized lawlessness
and banditry-whether by marauding ex-soldiers (in several African nations), drug cartels (in Colombia), or various forms of organized crime
(in Russia)" (zz).James Rosenau termed those countries plagued by these
phenomena "adrift nation-stater" (rgg4, 266). As summarized by Renneq Rosenau explained that in these countries "the economy is being
depleted; the state is unable to pror,,ide anything like adequate serwices to
its citizens; grievances are disregarded and political dissent is repressed;
the social fabric is unraveling; and the political system is unable to cope
with growing tensions among different ethnic groups, regions, and classes,
or it plays different sroups offagainst each other in an effort to prolong
its rule" (Renner ryg6, zz-23).
In February r994, journalist Robert Kaplan popularized the idea that
the environment would play an increasingly determining role in states'
capacity to govern and in generating political instability, conflict, and
anarchy. In an Atlantic Monthl2 article titled "The Coming Anarchy,,, he

identified the environment as the national security issue of the earry
twenty-first century. Kaplan lauded Thomas Homer-Dkon's work on environment and conflict and suggested that "our post Cold lVar foreign
policy will one day be seen to have had its beginnine" in Homer-Dlxon,s
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Securi4, (Kaplan 1994,
"preview
controversial
up
Kaplan's
summed
cover
page
5B). The article's

"bold" and "detailed" rggr article in International

I

I

i

of the first decades of the twenty-first century" predicting that nations
would "break up under the tidal flow of refugees from environmental
and social disaster." Borders would "crumble," diseases would spread,
wars would be "fought over scarce resources," and war would become
"continuous with crime" (cover).
Kaplan expanded his treatment of these issues in a I996 book entitled
The Ends of the Earth: AJourne2 at the Dawn of the zrst Centur2.In it, Kaplan
defended his thesis that troubled developing countries would increasingly export their misery to other parts of the world. But he also admitted,
"The more I saw of the world, the less I felt I could fit it into a pattern"
(In Kennedy 1996, zr). Paul Kennedy's review of the book echoed the
conventional wisdom that emerged after the Atlantic Monthll article'
While Kennedy found Kaplan's work "serious," "formidable," and "important," he also called it "troublesome and most uneven." Though critical of Kaplan's methodology and "habit of generalizing from a limited
number of cases," Kennedy nonetheless agreed that "demographic and
environmental pressures building up in certain parts of the globe are
weakening their social systems so much that we may well see more and
more of what he called 'collapsed states' including some very large

countries-in the years to come. The effects of deep poverty, population
growth, pollution, and corrupt, selfish government, as well as, in some
cases, fanatical

fundamentalism, could cause more than

a few societies

to break apart" (zo).
Kennedy, writingwith Robert Chase and Emily Hill, similarly asserted
in Foreign Afairs months earlier that "the threats" to many "pivotal" states
in the developing world are "overpopulation, migration, environmental

degradation, ethnic conflict, and economic instability, all phenomena
that traditional security forces find hard to address" (Chase et al. 1996, 36).
This echoed Kennedy's earlier assertions made tn Preparingfor the Ttuent2'
First Centurl (Kennedy r993).
State CapaciEt in Deueloped Countries

Although rich countries tend to have stronger institutions, many writers
voice concern over the relationship between the alorementioned trends
and the capacities of even stable and wealthy states to manage change.
Two basic themes are discernible. First is the argument that growing
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global interdependence has rendered rich countries increasingly r,ulnerable to spillover from the kinds of developing-country problems cited
above. Second, a larse number of North American writings have arsued
that the stability, strenuth, and cohesion of even developed countries like
the United States and Canada may increasingly be affected by domestic
issues such as economic competitiveness, crime, drugs, and poverty.
Nlen Hammond has arsued that "as the world becomes ever more
connected, instability in one placc can have devastating effects elsewhere." He notes that the "emergin{ security threats" including terrorism, crime, large-scale population movements, and social instability
will "challenge the capacity of states to govern, of nature to provide,
and of societies to cope." He continues: "The w.ealthy industrial nations
of the west may be spared the direct impact of some of these novel security threats, but not all. In an increasingiy integrated world, misery is
often easily exported, and the economic and social costs of conflict and
instability are likely to be widely shared" (Hammond forthcomine, ms.
chap. B, ror, ro3).

On a similar note, journalistJeffrey Goldberg argues that "there is a
whole new set of what might bc called biological national-security issues: em,'ironmental destruction, explosive population grolvth, the rapid
spread of disease and the emergence of entirely new diseases." While it
may be obvious how these forces hurt places like Africa, Goldberg sugse sts that the age ol "porous borders and transcontinental flights" make
it more likely that diseases will be "exported" from the developing worid.
And the problem stems notjust from existing diseases; many believe the
worst is yet to come from unknor,vn pathogens, with some enr,-isioning the
"existence of a 'doomsday' virus . . . lurking somewhere in the rain forests of Central America" (Goldberg rgg7,
35).
In the second category, many writers making the case for iinking
domestic concerns with security have invoked the words of Eisenhower;
who warned Americans not to "undermine lrom r,vithin that which we
are seeking to protect from without" (Peterson and Sebenius rgg2,
SB Sg). And the final report of the scventy-ninth American Assembly
concluded that many domestic U.S. problems, if left unattended, "could
eventually threaten the [U.S.] ability to defend titseli] in traditional
military terms. . . . [I]t is mistaken to think of a 'zero-sum' trade-offbetween America's international and its domestic agendas. The two must
be addressed together" (Aliison and Treverton rgg2, ++B ++g).
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According to Peter Peterson, the National Security Council in the
in its mandate'. "t0 preserue the

rg5os clearly included domestic threats

United States as afree nation ruith ourfundamental institutions and ualues intact"
(Peterson and Sebenius Igg2, SZ).To Peterson, this goal "implied a com-

bination of military, political, and economic objectives" (57). H" argues
that the "concept of national security has historically encompassed domestic threats, such as armed insurrections" (58). He continues: "For
some time, it has been clear that U.S. national security interests mustirtclude the development of policies that will increase our economic strength
and domestic stability. Now, I believe a new definition of national security
that recalls the vision of ry47 and augments it with more forceful economic and domestic policy components is urgently needed. Indeed, I
suspect that no foreign challenge of the rggos will affect America's security as much as what we do, or fail to do . . ." (58).
Peterson argues that a country's failure to address priorities such as
investing in productive capacity, research and development, infrastructure, education, and the exploding underclass "may entail a progressive
loss both of political will and economic capacity to take actions abroad
that promote our real national security interests" (Peterson and Sebenius
rgg2, 5g). To him, military and economic security over time depend on
each other: "Countries that lose control of their economic destinies lose
control over their foreign policies" (6r). He suggests that if the United
States is economically weak, it will lack the necessary resources to sustain or defend its various national interests and global obligations. Furthermore, "perceptions of relative U.S. economic decline could well mark
a psychological turning point in others' perception of our long-term ability to back allies and oppose enemies, of our vulnerability, and of our

unreliability" (66).
But other analysts have noted that national economic security is hard
to define, much less promote. As Barry Buzan (rggI) reasons, since market economies depend on insecurity of actors (the threat of bankruptcy)
to operate efficiently, r,vhat can "economic security" mean? He provides
two sets of answers. First, the state depends on domestic economic capacity both to achieve international status and to provide the resources
lor state functions (including military). Second, in developed states "the
concern is that because socio-political structures have come to depend on
sustained growth rates and functional specialization, domestic political
stability may be undermined by disturbances in the economic system as
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a whole" (Buzan rggr, r 29). Yet, Buzan cautions, incorporating economic
threats into national security considerations remains problematic:

Economic threats do resemble an attack on the state, in the sense
that conscious external actions by others result in material loss,
strain on various institutions of the state, and even substantial damage to the health and longevity of the population. The parallei with
a military attack cannot be sustained, however, because while a

military attack crosses a clear boundary between peaceful and
aggressive behaviou5 an economic "attack" does not. Aggressive
behaviour is normal in economic affairs, and risks of loss are part
of the price that has to be paid to gain access to opportunities for
gain. (r3o)
Some threats to state capacity, such as the increasinglyprevalent drug
and crime problems, originate from both domestic and global sources)
pose unprecedented challenges, and makc effective government responses more difficult. Paul Stares does not frame the drug challenge
specifically in "security" language, but notes that the expanding global
drus market poses threats of great concern "to the integrity and legitimacy of governments and public institutions, as well as to the prosperity
and stability of communities" (Stares 1996, B). Similarly, SenatorJohn
Kerry, invoking the language of battle in The J{ew War, argues that the

new "enemy" is global crime. To Kerry, multinational criminal gangs
enjoy enormous power-so much so that at times they even dictate the
actions of governments, thus affecting other nations. "We may not think
it's an all-outwar, but thelt do," he adds, arguingfor an "international crusade . . . just as we led the world in the fight against" communism (Kerry
rggT in Feldstein 1997, 54, emphasis added).
These kinds of arguments are not new to American policy. In the
rg8os, Ronald Reagan signed a secret directive that "identified the illegal
[drug] traffic as a national securiry threat and authorised the Department
of Defense to engage in numerous antidrug operations" (Romm r9g3,
g). Reagan's "war on drugs" provoked debate over whether the U.S. drug
problem is a national security issue that can be solved by military means.
The security parlance used regarding drugs evoked the same kinds of
concerns raised by environmentalists when discussing the potential role

of the military in environmental protection.12 To some skeptics, "employing

a

strategic-military rationale to deal with the druu problem leads,
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and has led, to an interventionist attitude and policy which places
national sovereignty in greatjeopardy" (Tokatlian rgBB in Romm r993,
rr). Efforts could "inadvertently foster abuses of human rights. . .
and/ or. . . strengthen the military at the expense of the civilian government, thus undermining the authority of already beleaguered democratic governments" (Perl rggo in Romm 1993, Ir).
Romm believes that domestic drug consumption is a societal ill that
is not usefully defined as a national security problem. To him, only international drug trafficking "insofar as it supports terrorism and threatens
the stability of nations that Washington considers to be of strategic importance, flalls] within the realm of traditional security problems" even
then not on the same order of traditional threats like nuclear proliferation (Romm I9g3, i4). Others worrying about indirect effects on national
values, political stability, economic strength, and so forth like Peterson
would probably argue that rising domestic drug use is indeed a security
issue.

The increasingly blurred distinction between domestic and global
issues complicates redefining security arguments. Romm believes, for

example, that "no single issue demonstrates the interconnectedness of
the new security discussions better than energy" because it is related to:
(r) "strategic" fJ.S. interests because ol oil dependency and vulnerability
to disruptions in supply; (z) environmental interests because of energy's
relationship to global warming; and (3) economic interests because oil
imports affect the U.S. trade deficit (rggS, :7).Romm notes that the oil
shock of r973 "caused many to accept energy security and economic security as key components ol national security" GZ). I" response to some
critics'arguments, Romm asserts that it is "incongruous to argue that environmental and economic threats facing the nation are not legitimate
security threats merely because they are long-term dangers that require
long-term approaches" (99).

HUMAN SECURITY
Perhaps the most fundamental disagreement in the "redefining security"

Iiterature is over whose security should be the object of security policy:
that of the state (as in traditional national security thinking) or that of the
individual. The former view assumes that an effective state is the sine
qua non of security for all citizens, the alternative being the violence and
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chaos the world has witnessed in such failed states as Somalia. The latter
rvhich locuses on "human" rather than "national" security, includes

rrierv,

two sets of people: (r) those arguine that it is in our common interest to
promote collective action for all, and all citizens of the world matter
equally; and (z) those arguing that each national government should increasingly worry about nonmilitary threats to its citizens' health and wellbcing i.e., their human security but not concern itself with the same
threats to the citizens of other lands.
N{any of the r,l,riters cited here har,.e also argued that their issues are

relevant to orsanized violence or state capacity, but they are treated
more extensively in this section because their contributions are widelv
associated u.ith a more fundamental challenge to traditional notions of
securiry N{any of their arguments focus on the rvell-being of individuals.
In recent decades, a gror'r,'ine numbcr of "scholar activists" have characterized various phenomena such as environmcntal degradation, popula-

tion growth, economic threats, and somc domestic problems as security
issues because they directly threaten significant numbers ol people. Tl-rese
threats have been characterized as "presentins an cristential threat to
human surr,'ival and the earth's ccosystem) not.just to sun'ir.'al of the state
or the state system" (Del Rosso i9g5, r85). Promoting more holistic or "rcdefined" conceptions of securiry- that extend beyond protecting the state
from external aggression, these writers have argued that nonmilitary
threats can seriously threaten human heaith and well-being (including
values) and/or economic security. Critics have dismissed these writers
for trying to movt: security conceptions away from the fundamentai
notion of "protection from organized violence." Daniel Deudney, for
example, states that it is "analytically misleading to think of environmental degradation as a national security threat, because the traditional
focus of national security interstate violence has little in common
with either environmental problems or solutions" (r99o, 46r). In response,
those f,avorine broadened security conceptions would arsue that all actors not only states-should guard against nonmilitary risks for the
same reason they protect against organized violence: because these
dangers have the capacity to "cause harm to human, material, and natural resources on a potentially large and disruptive scale" (Del Rosso
r995, rBg).
One of the first r,r,riters to make the conceptual linkage of nonmilitary
threats and security was Lester Brotvn in his rg77 "Redefining National
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Security" paper that cited a plethora of environmental threats to the
planet and to human well-being. As Stephen Del Rosso has obserued,
Brown's failure to speak the language of more traditional security analysts
limited the appeal of his argument to "preaching to the converted" (rgg5,
185-186). In rg83, Richard Ullman argued for analyzing "security" in
terms of how to measure the incremental value of expenditures aimed
at addressing differing harms to society, harms that could include restrictions on the availability of resources, "a drastic deterioration of environmental quality," or urban violence possibly resulting from immigration
(ra+ ,:S). Norman Myers followed with "Environment and Security"
in Foreign Policl in 1989. But it was not untilJessica Mathews published
"Redefining Security" in the more widely read rg8g Foreign Afoirs in a
"radically changed geopolitical climate" that the appeal to incorporate
environmental, demographic, and other factors into security thinking
was made "more palatable and accessible" (Del Rosso 1995, r87).
Since then, writings on human security have abounded, as have statements by U.S. policymakers on the need to think of security more in
human terms. Mathews contends that there is a growing sense that individuals' security "may not in fact reliably derive from their nation's se curitv. A competing notion of 'human security' is creeping around the
edges of official thinking, suggesting that security be viewed as emerging
from the conditions of daily life, . . . rather than flowing downward from
a country's foreign relations and military strength" (,997, 5r). To Michael Renne5 this broader conception of human security "entails such
seemingly disparate concerns as peace, environmental protection, human rights and democratization, and social integration. Concerns
about human security are in a sense as old as human history, yet they are
now magnified by the unprecedented scale of environmental degradation, by the presence of immense poverty in the midst of extraordinary
rvealth, and by the fact that social, economic, and environmental chalIenges are no longer limited

to particular communities and nations"

1r997, rr6).

At its broadest interpretation, the r9g4 United Nations Development
Programme's Human Deuelopment Reporl defines the components of "human security" as economic security, food securiry health security, environmental security, personal securiry communal security, and political
security. To the UNDB this means addressing a range of "global challenges to human security," including population growth, disparities in
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economic opportunities, migration pressures, environmental degradation, drug tra{icking, and international terrorism (UNDP r9g4).
In discussing environmental issues as "new security threats," Ian Rowlands argues that these issues are unique from other security problems
because they are genuinely global in scope and are not initiated deliberately by foreign actors. He believes there are, however, useful analogies
to traditional threats: 'Any force that had the power to inflict such harm
upon a state-kill some of its citizens and displace others, reduce its agri
cultural output, threaten its water supply, and destabilize its ecological
balance would be received with considerable attention. . just because these particular challenges are not being issued and controlled by
a national leader does not mean that they should be ignored. Indeed, the
fact that they are beyond such control makes them all the more threatening and ominous" (Rowlands rggr, ro3).
Other writers discussing nonmilitary issues have invoked security language to win attention for their issues and/ or to propose new paradigms
altogether whose end goal is addressing their priority issue for its own
sake. On environmental issues, for example, Hugh Dyer writes: "Environmental security and national security are alternative values, arising
in the contert of alternative world-views. If the case is made for adopting
a global perspective, environmental security could stand as a universal
value on which more localised environmental policy could be properly
founded. If traditional inter-state perspectives hold sway, there is little
chance of environmental security becoming any more than an addendum to the traditional politico-military security agenda" (rgg6, :7).
Dyer's arguments reflect other writings that emerge "more from the
idealist rather than the realist tradition" and often carry with them "the
normative objective of replacing coercion, conflict, and war in the international system with cooperation, bargaining, and peaceful change"
(Shultz, Godson, and Greenwood r993, z). Dyer, for example, asserts as
a given that "interdependence is alreadywidely accepted as the baseline
for international relations," and "shared values such as environmental
security are more salient than the particularistic interests . . . of the individual nation states" (rqq6, 3r). To Dyer, the environment has become
"the manifestation of new political values and norms as fan end result]
of the Cold War experience" (r996, 3r). Renner has similar\ argued that
"environmental security" is superior to "military security" because it is
"positive and inclusive" and seeks to "protect or to restore" (rg89 in Ler,y
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rgg5, ++). This kind of logic has prompted critics like Marc Ler,y to state
that "environmental security" is often "nothing more than a shorthand
for outcomes favored by certain environmentalists" who use the security
as a "rhetorical attention-getter" (tggS, ++).
For many of these writers, the core of the argument (not to mention
the impetus behind making the argument in the first place) is to change
dramatically the ways and means through which we respond to impor-

rubric

tant nonmilitary issues. The priority issues at hand are, more often than
not, long term in nature) unintended, and not able to be solved through
military institutions' involvement or the use of force. On the environment, Mathews described in I9B9 the need for "a new diplomacy and for
new institutions and regulatory regimes to cope with the world's growing environmental interdependence" (I74).
Many proponents of these ideas therefore argue against the disproportionately large amount ol resources and power allocated to military
institutions vis-d-vis institutions addressing nonmilitary and human development issues. According to Renneq "the military absorbs substantial
resources that could help reduce the potential for violent conflict if invested in health care, housing, education, poverty eradication, and environmental sustainability" (1996, 3o). In addition, these writers stress that
cooperation among nations will be pivotal in solving many nonmilitary
threats.

Critics of redefining security to include threats to well-being do not
dispute the important connections betr,veen such issues as environment,
health, and economics. They disagree, however, with the characterization
of environmental, social, and economic issues as security concerns, and
argue that environmentally related health and well-being issues are fundamentally different from military threats. Deudney asserts that the
lashionable trend to link environment with security "risks creating a conceptual muddle rather than a paradigm or world view shift" and prompts
a"de-definitionrather than are-dfinitionof security." Il one includes "all the
lorces and events that threaten life, property and well-being. . . as threats
to our nationai security, we shall soon drain the term of any meaning"

Deudney rggo, 465). Rather than co-opting an existing term or idea,
Deudney believes, Iike Dyer, that the environmental movement can become the master metaphor for an emerging postindustrial civilization
+69).

Concerned that the definition for "security" will become overiy broad
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and "meaningless in an operational sense," Kenneth Keller argues that
analysts should focus on identifying threats to rvell-being "that mav lead
to traditional security problems and those that can be responded to most
effectively by military organizations" (r996, r r). In his essay on the need
to "unpackage" the notion of the environment, he adds: "By avoiding
the temptation to label a confusinsly broad category of problems with a
ready-made, if slightly ill-fitting, title, we may actually contribute to a
Iarger goal: seeing our vital interests as somethins broader than national
security and the tools available to us to protect those vital interests as necessarily more nuanced than military action" (r r).
Other critics have raised the concern that combining environment
and security will have the unintended and inappropriate effect of "securitizing" environmental issues. Expressine a pessimism about the ability to change existing seclrrity institutions and mindsets, these obserr.ers
think a militarization of approaches to the enrrironment is more likely
than a greening of securiry According to this perspective, specific departments and agencies (and environmental nongo!-ernmental organizations
tN GOr] ) are employing the honorilic term of "se curity" only to win more
attention and funding for environmental priorities (Dabelko and Simmons rgg7, r3r r32, t38). As Deudney arsucs, environmentalists need
to challenge, not try to become integrated into, the "chronic militarisation of public discourse." Environmental degradation is "not a threat to
national security" but rather a "threat to 'national security' mindsets"
(Deudney rggo,475).
Astri Suhrke likewise urges caution when puttine migration issues
under the security rubric. Suhrke has observed that some analysts have
already "established primary connotations" with words like "enemy"
and "defense." Migrants and refusees have become "threats rather than
victims or assets" even when authors like N{yron Weiner have "diflerentiated between qpes of 'threats' and actual versus perceived dzngsl"
(Suhrke r996, r r5). Suhrke explains that "this does not necessarily mean
that the security paradigm is inappropriate for migration and environment issues, only that its applicability in relation to the empirical material must be assessed with ereat care" (r r5).
To Del Rosso, what distinguished the r,r,ritings on the "new gospel of
security" from earlier appeals on nontraditional issues r,r,.as "their pretension for filiing the conceptual vacuum left in the wake of the dissolution
of the Sor.iet thre at and the end of the Cold W'ar" (rgg5, rBg). In addition,
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of these analyses was the "recognition that
any attempt to redefine the field must entail a clear articulation of both
the object and scope of the inquiry" (r87)'But despite the greater receptivity to these reconceptualizations of security, Del Rosso observes that

a common thread in many

these writings did not produce a "singulaq widely-accepted new para-

diern"; instead, an "additive 'laundry list' approach to security became
commonplace" and led to the production of a "raft of dimly remembered
and rarely consulted" books and articles (Igo).
Paul Kennedy, writingwith Robert Chase and Emily Hill, extends his

criticism to an enormous and diverse group of individuals writing on
redefining security, calling "inadequate" the "new interpretation of security, with its emphasis on holistic and global issues" (Chase et al' r996,
are referring include
36). One assumes that the writers to which they
those who advocate on behalf of global issues plus those who discuss the
relevance of "new" or "nontraditional" issues to conflict, state capacity,
economic, and other issues. Kennedy, Chase, and Hill note that many
"ne\\r" security thinkers are "opposed to invoking the national interest to
further their cause," and make the point that the "universal approach
common to many advocates of global environmental protection or human rights, commendable in principle, does not discriminate between
human rights abuses in Haiti, where proximity and internal instability
made intervention possible and even necessary and similar abuses in
Somalia, where the United States had few concrete interests" (36).
They conclude that "neither the old nor the new approach will suf{ice," so they propose instead a "pivotal states" strategy that would have
the United States focus its efforts on a small number of countries whose
future will "profoundly affect their surrounding regions" (Chase et ai'
r996, 36, 33). This, they believe, would integrate the "new security issues
into a traditional, state-centered framework" while making some "longterm consequences of the new security threats more tangible and man-

ageable" and confirming "the importance of working chiefly through
state governments" (37).

POLICY
Both Canadians and Americans have been prominent in virtually all aspects of the conceptual debate over rethinking security, and this chapter
makes no attempt to divine specific "Canadian" or'American" schools of
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thought. In the policy arena) however, where countries determine how
national budgets will be allocated, it is logical to separate the analysis on
national grounds. Canada and the United States f,ace many of the same
questions and problems: severe budget constraints fostered by the neecl
to cut the deficit, uncertainty about their appropriate roles in the worid,
and disagreement over what constitutes vital national interests. There are
dif[erences, of course, most notably in the far greater support in Canadian policy circles lor multilate ral organizations. But what is most striking is the considerable similarities in the policy pronouncements. The
two governments have come up with similar tripartite themes for their
increasingly blended foreign/security policy frameworks. While both list
issues such as migration, drugs, and environmental degradation as serious concerns, the emphasis is on traditional security concerns) economic
competitiveness, and democracy and democratic values. And in both, the
change in rhetoric outweighs the minoq though not insignificant, operational changes, which are constrained by demands to limit governmental
spendinu.
Canadian Policl

Canada has carried out an active and structured policy debate on rethinking security, involving academia, the NGO community, and the
government. This debate has taken the form of special parliamentary
committees, national discussion forums, and governmental white papers
on foreign poiicy and defense. From these has emerged what appears to
be a consensus on a broadened definition of security at the rhetorical
level, with some modest operational implications.
Both the rhetoric and the policy changes need to be understood in the
context of the history of Canadian securiry thinking and policy (Stairs
Ig94). During the decades of the coid war, Canada had a peculiar problem. Given its location, it was fated to be defended by the United States,
whether or not (as Canadians wryly pointed out) it wanted to be. Given
the vast disparities in power between the two countries, Canada had an
incentive to deal with the United States as much as possible through
multilateral rather than bilateral means. Hence, whiie maintaining independent military lorces to protect its own territory, Canada strongly

championed the creation of the North Atlantic Treaty Organization
(NATO) and played a major role in the United Narions. Its leadership in
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the cre ation and implementation ol UN peacekeeping remains a source

of considerable national pride.
Nineteen ninety-fourwas the peakyear for rethinking securityin Canada, when five major reports appeared. First was that of the National
Forum on Canada's International Relations, the first in what became an
annual series of such fora involving Canadians from various walks of life
in discussions with the ministers of foreign affairs, trade, and defense (Pettigrew and Stein rg94). Their report emphasized that
Canada faces a dramatica\ different kind of security environment.
The threat of direct attack on our territory and on our allies is no
longer immediate. The principal threats to Canada's security come
from forces that threaten global security: demographic pressures;
environmental degradation; poverty; proliferation of weapons of
mass destruction; ethnic and regional wars; and instability in the
territories of the former Soviet Union. The adage that an ounce of
is worth a pound of cure is directly relevant to Canada's
international relations. The new global challenges require new
policies, new instruments, and a different distribution of resources.

prevention

(Pettigrew and Stein rg94)

Next came Canada z r : Canada and Common Securiyt in the Twenty-First Century,produced by the Canada sI Council (rgg+), an ad hoc group that
aimed to promote an informed public debate on the changing nature of
Canadian security. It defined Canada's security in terms of protecting
the two core Canadianvalues of civility and community, and saw threats
to these core values from such sources as the "unprecedented conjunction
of demographic, e conomic and environmental stresses" facing the world
(rgg4, z5). The report argued that the end of the cold war gave Canada
a new opportunity to reclaim sovereignty long subordinated to the superpower conflict, but cautioned that "grave new threats to Canadian
sovereignty and security cannot be addressed in Canada by Canadians
alone" (r r). It urged that Canada reorganize and redeploy its resources
to focus on takingpreventive action to address the sources of conflict, and
on strengthening Canada's capacity to contribute to the multilateral
peacekeeping and peacebuilding needed when preventive action fails.
The Canada zr report helped set the agenda for the two special joint
parliamentary committees reviewing foreign and defense policies. The
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SpecialJoint Committee of the Senate and the House of Commons Reviewing Canadian Foreign Policy came out with its report, Canada's Forcign
Pohc2: Principles and Prioritiesfor the Future,in November rgg4. It defined the
threats to Canadian security as emerging from such global problems as
population, poverry pollution, and r.veapons proliferation, and the interactions among thcm. As the report argued,
Pressure on resources may result from population growth and may
be exacerbated by growing disparity betr,veen rich and poor. Accumulated environmental degradation may make matters worse.
That in turn may lead to reduced agricultural production, eco-

nomic decline, population displacemcnt and disruption of the
sociai fabric. The rcsulting desperation is a breeding ground lor
violence. These conditions are often combined r,r,ith lack of democratic norms, abuse of human rights and mistreatment of minorities, rvhich also carry the seeds of violence. Instabilities in any of
these fielcis may lead to the use or threat of force or the risk of r,var;
conversely, armed conflict may well have an impact on one or more

of these fields. (SpecialJoint Committee of the Scnate rg94. rr)
But the report cautioned that recosnizins thc realitv ol the connections betrveen security and policies on environment, trade, and development assistance should not lead to confusion over which policy
instruments to use in specific situations. Traditional instruments should
be resen ed for traditional security threats involving the threat or use of
force. To "ensure that the rrarious elemcnts of security are addressed in an

integrated manneq" the committee recommended the establishment of
a high-level government mechanism, such as a cabinet committee, alone
with a restructuring of the relevant Standing Committecs of Parliament
(SpecialJoint Committee of the Senate rgg4, r3).

The committee also warned against worrying excessively about

se-

curity labels like collective, cooperative, and common security. "The task
is collective-all states to agree to renounce the use or thrcat ol force
among themselves and to assist any member under attack. The methods
must be cooperative seeking through multilateral methods to work zrrllz
others, not against them. And the results should be shared in common
security as one dimension of the 'global commons"' (SpecialJoint Committee of the Senate rgg4, r2).
The sovernment responded to the parliamentary report in early rgg5
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with two documents: the "Government Response to the Recommendations of the Specia[oint Parliamentary Committee Reviewing Canadian
Foreign Policy" and a foreign policy statement entitled "Canada in the
World." Both define three central foreign policy objectives: promoting
prosperity and employment; protecting Canadian securitywithin a stable
global framework; and projecting Canadian values and culture. These
endorsed the committee's call for a broader concept of security that included "recosnition of threats to stability, democracy and sustainable
development as well as the threats posed by such factors as environmental
degradation, overpopulation, involuntary population morrements and
organized international crime" ("Government Response" ,995, 5). The
government announced that it would create a new senior-level o{trce for

global issues in the Department of Foreign Affairs and International
Trade to help brins sreater coherence to the governme nt's capacity for
addressing internationally such issues.
The SpecialJoint Committee on Canada's Defense Policy, in its report
Securitlt in a Changing World, argtedthat the Canadian Forces have had four
tasks: the protection of Canada's territorial sovereignty and security; the
defense of North America in cooperation with the United States; the

maintenance of collective security in Europe through participation in
NAIO; and participation in multilateral peace operations. While the
end of the cold war has reduced the relative significance of the second
and third of these tasks, the protection of sovereignty and participation
in multilateral peace operations have become more important and more
complex. New threats to Canadian territorial sovereignty include such

problems as "drug smuggling, the destruction

ol fish

stocks by foreign

over-fishing; illegal migration, and new sources of terrorism," all areas in
rvhich the Canadian Forces have been playing an increasing role (Spe-

cialJoint Committee on Canada's Defense Policy Igg4, B"g). On the
multilateral front, "For Canada, the search for multilateral ways to encourage peace and preserve stability is not an option it is an essential
element of our national interest and of our foreign policy" (rz).
The government's response took the lorm of a defense white paper.
This listed such problems as population growth, environmental degradation, refugees, failed states, and weapons proliferation as international
security concerns, but noted that the need for fiscal restraint (with debt
servicing accounting for some z7 percent of the total federal budget) had
already led to significant cuts in defense spending, and more would be
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needed. The white paper stressed that the Canadian Forces would play
several roles at home: peacetime surueillance and control of Canadian
territory; fisheries protection (including if absolutely necessary enforcement action beyond the zoo-mile exciusir,e fishing zone); environmental

surveillance in cooperation lvith the Department

ol the Environment;

disaster relief; and search and rescue. Abroad, Canada would continue
its close cooperation with the United States and would increase its already
strong participation in multilateral peace operations. To pursue the latter
aim, Canada would reconligure its defense forces to increase the relative
weight of land combat and combat support forces.
(LS. Policl

Policy pronouncements regarding post cold war American security
policy have increasingly blurred the distinction between "security" and
other U.S. national interests. Readers of the White House's annual ,\tz,
tional Securitl, Shategt, a document mandated bv Congress to set forth
America's security policy, have come to expect more of an indication of
overall U.S. foreign policy directions than a clear rendering of security
priorities. The rg97 Strategt sets a few overarching priority objectives:
(r) to enhance security with effective diplomacy and with military forces;
(z) to bolsterAmerica's economic prosperiw; and (3) to promote democracy abroad (\iVhite House r9g7). The latter two objectives sound more
like part of a foreiqn policy mission statement than a security strategy.
Indeed, the document's discussion of "threats" and other priority issues
ends up includingjust about every major foreign policy issue of the day.
The document clearly and understandably endeavors to broaden the
strategy's appeal to diverse constituencies that support international
engagement. But it also reflects the administration's inability, and unwillingness, to set priorities among the myriad issues described in the
Strategt. Meanwhile, even though the nontraditional issues are certainly
gaining attention within the security and foreign policy establishment,
the institutions and budget outlays that drive policy have not yet fundamentaliy chansed.
As in previous administrations' Strateglt documents, Clinton's identifies
his No. r priority as enhancing security The document's emphasis remains on protection aeainst military-related threats, instability, and arms
control. The military is of paramount importance, and the Clinton administration is "committed to ensuring that this military capability is not
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compromised" (White House 1996, Preface). The Strateg also places familiar emphasis on the importance of building alliances and maintaining
stability.
But what differs from previous administratrons' Strategt documents is
the increased emphasis given in the "Enhancing Security" section to nontraditional threats andlor "nev/" sources of instability. The Bush administration tended to describe many such issues as threats to democracy
promotion and human and economic well-being more clearly separating them from what were implicitly considered more serious militaryrelated threats (\Nhite House rg88-rggz). In contrast, the 1997 Strategt
document more prominently includes many "new" threats early on in
the document, breaking down "threats to U.S. interests" into three categories: (r) "regional or state-centered threats," including deliberate acts
of aggression against the United States or its allies and spillover effects
of other sources of instability; (z) "transnational threats," including "ter-

rorism, the illegal drug trade, illegal arms trafficking, international
organized crime, uncontrolled refugee migrations, and environmental
damage" that "threaten American interests and citizens, both directly
and indirectly"; and (3) "threats from weapons of mass destruction" by
other nations and,/or nongovernment actors (6). The language in the
1996 report of the secretary of defense to Congress usesjust as broad a
definition of "threats" as the Strategt and includes discussion of virtually
all the same issues (Department of Defense, I996).
The second component of the U.S. security strategy is bolstering
America's economic prosperity. The Strateg,t argues that U.S. "economic
and security interests are inextricably linked" because the "strength of
our diplomacy) our ability to maintain an unrivaled military, the attractiveness of our values abroad all depend in part on the strength of our
economy" (\{hite House rgg7, t4t5). That economics are so central to
Clinton's security strategy in part reflects America's increasing attention
to domestic concerns. But it also reflects continuity in lJ.S. Strategt documents dating back to the Reagan years) as even then economic objectives
were cite d as key. Mutually reinforcing the economic strategy, according
to the administration, is an emphasis on democratic "enlargelnenl"the third objective of Clinton's security strategy. While an emphasis on
democracy promotion in foreign policy is nothing new in U.S. foreign
policy, what is significant is its explicit incorporation into security think-

ing

reflecting the adoption of academic arguments that democracies
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are less threatening to other democracies. As a presidential candidate
in rggz, Clinton announced that "no national security issue is more urgent than securing democracy's triumph around the world" (Smith r994,
3zo). And his Strateg argues that democracies create free markets that
offer economic opportunitv. make for more reliable trading partners, and
arefar less likefi, to Laage uar 0n one anothef' (White House r996, z, emphasis
added).

The increasingly forceful rhetoric on nontraditional issues has been
accompanied by some institutional and attitudinal chanses in the executive branch. Soon after the election of Pre sident Clinton, the administration sisnaled its interest in "new" security issues by creating several new,
oltrces in traditional wings of the government in r993. In the intelligence
community, a national intelligence oltrcer for global and multilateral issues position rvas created to oversee monitoring and analysis on a variety
of transnational issues. The Delense Department eained a deputy undersecretary of defcnse for environmental securitl; whose oltrce initially
focused almost exclusively on stratesie s lor military pollution prevention
and toxic cleanup but in re cent years has paid increasing attention to the
connections between environmental stress and instability as part of the
Defcnse Department's strategy of "preventive defcnse." Thc Pentagorr
has also secn the creation ol "trade desks" in recognition of the growing
emphasis on economic security, "causing career military olicers to
scratch the ir heads in puzzle ment" (Brinkley rggT , r2il. The State Department experienced some reshulHing and added an undersecretary
for global affairs responsible for several revamped bureaus, includile a
rename d Bureau of International Narcotics Control (now the Bureau for
International Narcotics and Law Enlorcement Affairs) that gained new
responsibility for international crime; an expanded Bureau for Refugees
(now the Bureau of Population, Refugees and N{igration) that now focuses additionaliy on population and migration issues; and a changcd
Bureau of Human Rights Affairs (now the Bureau of Democracy, Human Rights and Labor) that added democracy promotion to its portfolio (East and Dillery rggT). And the Narional Security Council (NSC)
added a new Directorate for Giobal Enrrironmental Issues, which represented an attempt to upgrade the importance of'international environmental policy at the White House and to intcgrate environmental
considerations throushout the other NSC divisions' decision making.
These institutional changes have been more than cosmetic. They
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represent a trend among most agencies of the U.S. government to take
more seriousiy the nontraditional issues cited inthe National Suuriqt Strateg4 and have contributed to heightened awareness of and interest in
these issues across various strata of the bureaucracy. In addition to the
officials in the newly created positions listed above, the president) secretary of state, national security advisoq secretary of defense, and director
of central intelligence (DCI) have all publicly acknowledged the increasing prominence of nontraditional security issues in foreign and security
policy making. In one of the most significant efforts in this area, former
Secretary of State Warren Christopher announced in tg96 an unprecedented initiative to make environmental issues part of "the mainstream
of American diplomacy" (Woodrow Wilson International Center for
Scholars 1997, 186). He stated that "as we move to the zrst century, the
nexus between security and the environment will become even more apparent" (1996, r) and ordered the State Department's regional bureaus
and overseas missions to identify environmental issues that affect key U.S.
interests and to develop appropriate policies to address those concerns.
Similarly, former DCI John Deutch announced that the intelligence
community would play an expanded role in monitoring and analyzing
environment and population dynamics because "there is an essential connection between environmental degradation, population growth, and
poverty that regional analysts must take into account" flVoodrow Wilson
International Center for Scholars rg97, rr4).These remarks and other
similar ones reflect a growing consensus among practitioners that international forces are increasingly complex and require long-term approaches and interventions sensitive to contextual factors.
It has been difficult, however, for the U.S. government to match its
rhetoric on other nontraditional issues with comparable levels of funding and policy initiatives, particularly given the competition for foreign
policv resources at a time of decliningpublic and Congressional support
lor foreign engasement. With the U.S. foreign assistance budget lower
in real terms than it has been in over two decades (Collier and Nowels
igg6, ro3), the Congress is reluctant to allocate resources for long-term
strategies to address issues that are not yet of crisis proportion. While
Congress continues to fund fully the administration's requests for humanitarian and refugee relief (a longstanding Congressional priority),
it has cut by zo percent long-term programs to address the root causes
of human suffering and strife, such as programs to promote economic
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grorvth, educate populations and support adequate health conditions,
and expand opportunities for participatory democracy (rog). Given the
pressure on resources, the administration in its fiscal year rgg8 international affairs budget request needed to fight for essentials like funding
for existing commitments to multilateral institutions like the United Nations and the operational expenses for core diplomatic infrastructure
and functions (Nowels iggT). Meanwhile, levels of U.S. military spending, though significantly down from cold war highs, still remain almost
fifteen times greater than the levels allocated to nonmilitary foreign policy
priorities.t3In the words of BrianAtwood, administrator of the Agency
for International Development, "Many in the foreign policy communiq,
have embraced the goal of preventive diplomacy but not the methods,
particularly those that cost money" (lMoodrow Wilson International Center for Scholars 1996, B7).
Furthermore, advocates of "new" issues are still often greeted with
resistance, skepticism, and occasional disdain by members of their own
bureaucracies whose traditional priorities are competing for dwindling
international resources. For example, when former Secretary of State
Warren Christopher announced his environmental initiative, most foreign serwice officers and officials in the regional bureaus of the State Department paid only lip service to the initiative. The initiative has raised
environmental awareness and sensitivity throughout the department, but
the leadership has thus far made very few staffing or funding changes in
response, and the regional bureaus appear not to have altered their priorities significantly. Similarly, the repeated proclamations by the deputy
undersecretary of defense for environmental security that the environment should be a "key component" of "preventive defense" have yet to
be matched by either serious shifts in budget outlays or supporting state-

ments by the defense secretary that addressing environmental problems
should be part of conflict prevention strategies.

CONCLUSION
The rich and (particularly in the United States) contenrious debate within
\orth America on rethinking security admits of few easy conclusions.
Some (though not all) of the broadest redefinitional efforts have fallen
ilto the trap of refusing to set priorities among values, trying instead
:,,,

define security as protecting every individual and group from every
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conceivable threat. Even those who have tried to stick to the traditional
paradigm have sometimes nonetheless found themselves drawn into the
morass. One effort to create a revised curriculum that stayed focused on
"the threat, use, and management of military force, and closely related
topics" but noted the need to incorporate economic, environmental, and
other issues soon found itself sliding down the slippery slope, bringing
in culture and values, nonmilitary instruments of power and influence,
new actors, and environmental issues (Shultz, Godson, and Greenwood

rgg3,2

g).

Some efforts have tried to deal with the problem

of setting priorities

by redefining "vital interests," rather than security per se, implicitly assuming that calling something a vital interest attracts the same attention
as calling something a security issue.la But efforts to finesse the securify
label may not suffice. The cold war legacy of giving priority to whatever
went under the security rubric is too strong to ignore. Security is a powerful term that brings with it a strong presumption of priority and a
plethora of well-funded, largely military institutions. Its power creates a
vicious circle, in which some issues that get labeled as "security" succeed
in attracting new funding and attention, thereby broadening the definition of security and leading others to try to expand it still further to
incorporate other issues, until the word becomes meaningless.
But the debate over the meaning of "security" reflects more than eflorts to get resources reallocated. It stems from the struggle to create a
way of understanding a world that lacks any one great overarching unifying threat. Some of the efforts to "redefine security" appear to throw the
security label at everything in hopes that the word alone will create a conceptual framework through which a confusing world can be understood.
This has had positive effects, bringing together intellectual communities
across disciplinary boundaries. But a label does not a framework create.
The difficulty is inherent in the nature of the beast. Analysts are only
beginning to understand the relationships among the issues that increasingly appear to be of vital importance, and those understandings are not
rridely shared. The world is undergoing a vast number of incremental
changes, ranging from shifts in power and political authority within and
between states to fundamental alterations of the basic physiology of the
planet. These incremental changes rarely pose the relatively simple linear threats to security familiar to us as military aggression. Instead, it is
the consequences of their aggregate impact and the interactions among
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them that may cumulate to the point of threatening human well-being
and survival on a large scale.
It is not clear that much is gained by continuing to debate what to include under the rubric of "securiry" Too much disagreement exists about
whose security matters, about how the various new "threats" interact,
and about where policy interventions could be most effective. These
disagreements will not readily resolve themselves. Addressing them directly might prove a more fruitful avenue than debating how to label the
category.

NOTES

r. For a listing of some past and current projects, see Rockefeller Brothers
Fund Project (r997).
z. For example, the chapter omits most of the vast theoretical literature in
political science on the security consequences of anarchy. See Buzan (rggr,
rggT) and Lipschutz (i995).
3. Nlost analysts date the origins of Realist thinking back at least a millennium to Machiavelli's The Prince, or more than two millennia to Thucydides's
account of the Peloponnesian \{ar. The major statement of classic Realism is
Morgenthau (rg4B). The main work on structural Realism is Waltz (r979).
4. For overviervs of current Realist literature, see the edited volume by
Brown, Lynn-Jones, and N{iller (i995) and the critique of Realism by Kapstein
(,ggs).
5. There is an important distinction worth noting here between nonrenewable resources, like oil and minerals, and rener,vable resources, like fresh water,
soi1, and forests. According to Homer-Di-ron and Percival, there have been several interstate wars over access to nonrenelvables during the twentieth century,
but there are few, if any, examples of interstate war over renewables. The one
possible exception is water, but Homer-Dixon and Percival flnd that "wars over
river r,vater between upstream and downstream neighbors are likely only in a
narrow set of circumstances" among which must be "a history of antagonism
between the two countries" and the "downstream country must be militarily
much stronger than the upstream country" (r996, g). This chapter provides more
detail in section three on recent research and arguments connecting renen,abie
resources with intrastate confl ict.
6. I'his does differ from the traditional paradigm in one important aspect.
Failure to pay attention to these factors leads to a decline in national power, but
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not necessarily to military subjugation from a foreign invasion. we are indebted
to Paul Stares for this point.
7. Yet Fukuyama is not altogether happy with his prediction, because he
sees the liberal democratic system as shallow. "The struggle for recognition, the
willingress to risk one's iife for a purely abstract goal, the worldwide ideologicai
struggle that called forth daring, courage, imagination, and idealism, will be
replaced by economic calculation, the endless solving of technical problems,
environmental concerns, and the satisfaction of sophisticated consumer demands" (Fukuyama rg8g, reprinted in Betts ryg+, ry).
B. In the words of one analyst, the "historical animosities or religious differences . . . usually become signiflcant because they are invoked by contemporary
ethnopolitical ieaders seeking to mobilize support among threatened and disadvantaged peoples, not because religious or historical differences generate a
primordial urge to conflict" (Gurr ryg6,74).
9. Although Huntington came out with a bookJength version of the argument in late 1996, the work cited here is the rgg3 article, on which most of the
debate to date has been based.
Io. The Toronto-based effort has published case studies on Chiapas, Mexico; Pakistan; Gaza; Rwanda; Bangladesh-India; the Senegal River basin; and
South Africa. It has also published case summaries on El Salvador-Honduras;
Haiti; Peru; the Philippines; and the West Bank; as well as thematic reports on
urbanization and violence, research methodology, and social adaptation. Fi
nally, Homer-Dixon has overseen research on the links between environmental
scarcities, state capacity, and civil violence, publishing reports on China and
Indonesia, with a forthcoming report on India. For a detailed summary of Iindings of the Environment, Population and Security project, see Homer-Dlxon
and Percival (r996).
r r. For a review of the literature on environment and security, includirrg a
discussion on the critiques of the arguments on environment and conflict research, see Dabelko and Simmons (r997) and the Woodrow Wilson Internationai
Center for Scholars (1996,45-7t). For an extensive list of sources, see the bibliography section in the Woodrow Wilson International Center (rgg5, r996, and
r997).

12. For a discussion on why some environmentaiists fear a "securitization',
see Dabelko and Simmons (rg97, r3r r3z, r3B).
13. Based on figures provided via personai communications with Michael
O'Hanlon, the Brookings Institution, and Larry Nowels, Congressional Research Service,June r9g7.
14. These include the Council on Foreign Relations' Project on National
Interests and the Commission on America's National Interests.
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